
RULES FOR WALL PAINTING 

Theme- Pop culture references

Registr ation Fee-200Rs.
• Participants are expected to paint graffiti or
doodles based on iconic pop culture references on
the wall area 3feetx3feet.
• Paints, brushes, and stationery will be provided.
• Time limit- 1.5hr
• Marks will be awarded based on creativity and
originality, composition, design, clarity of the
theme, and overall artistic impression.



RULES FOR T-Shirt PAINTING 

Theme- Iconic Bollywood dialogues.

Registration Fee-200Rs.
• Participants are expected to create a funky
doodle on the t-shirt based on iconic Bollywood
dialogues. 
• Paints, brushes, and stationery will be provided.
• Time limit- 1.5hr
• Marks will be awarded based on creativity and
originality, composition, design, clarity of the
theme, and overall artistic impression. 



RULES for rampwalk

medgala 
                         (yeh Jawani Hai Deewani) 
Registration fee 
Single entry- Rs 250 
Couple entry- Rs 400

1) Each college can have a maximum of 3 representatives in both
categories of boys and girls.
2) Contestants will be judged on the basis of their outfits, theme,
walking stance and and their personality.
3) Theme: Era’s of Bollywood 
Participants are requested to strictly adhere to the theme.
4) There will be 3 rounds where the time duration of the rampwalk would
be 1-2 min for each round 
The entrants will be judged according to the way they carry themselves
on stage.
• INTRODUCTION(First Round): 1 minute max;
The entrants should make sure their outfits resonate with the theme
and should elucidate their outfits while introducing themselves. This
will be the elimination round where only 12 participants will go into the
next round.
• TALENT ROUND (Second Round) (TOP 12): 2-3 minutes max.
The participants are ought to display their talents in this short span.
(Eg dance, song, speech, acting etc.) The University will not provide any

props.
• QA (Third Round): 1 minute max; (TOP 6):
Participants should be prompt and must answer in accordance with the
question asked and shouldn't exceed the time limit. There will be
negative marking if participant exceeds the time limit.
5) Outfit : The entrant's creativity regarding their outfits would be the
judging parameters. Hair, makeup, accessories and behaviour on stage will
also be considered by the judges.
6) Vulgarity is strongly prohibited and any form of obscenity will lead to
debarring of contestant from the competition.
The participant will be marked on their originality, style, flair and
overall presentation
7) Participants are requested to follow the code of conduct and maintain
discipline during the event.
8) Decision of the judges and the University will be final and binding



RULES for solo singing

-secret superstar

Registration Fee- 100Rs
1) Performance should not exceed 3 minutes
2) Participants will be judged on the basis of voice quality, clarity,
rhythm and appeal to the audience
3) Participants will be allowed to refer to the lyrics while singing
4) Participants are to bring their own instruments if required for the
performance
5) Karaoke tracks are allowed but must be submitted 3 days prior to
the competition
6)Songs chosen should not contain derogatory, explicit, religious or
violent lyrics
7) The decision made by the judging panel will be considered final
8) Only one accompanist is allowed along with the participant



RULES for duet singing

-breathless

Registration Fee- 200Rs
Duet Singing (Breathless) 
1) Performance should not exceed 3 minutes.
2) Participants will be judged on the basis of voice quality, clarity,
rhythm and appeal to the audience.
3) Participants will be allowed to refer to the lyrics while singing.
4) Participants are to bring their own instruments if required for the
performance.
5) Karaoke tracks are allowed but must be submitted 3 days prior to
the competition.
6)Songs chosen should not contain derogatory, explicit, religious or
violent lyrics.
7) The decision made by the judging panel will be considered final.



RULES for solo dancing

-chance pe dance

Registration Fee- 100Rs
1) Solo dance: classical and western 
2) Time limit: 3 minutes 
(Beyond the time limit negative marking will be done)
3) Judging criteria: Choreography, Energy, Costume, Stage
utilization, Expression. 
4) Dance form: non-specific 
5) Props to be brought by the participants and responsibility for
damage will not be taken by the organisers.
6) Rounds:1st round- between all the participants 
2nd round- face off(between qualifying participants)
Between 2 classical style participants 
Between 2 western style participants 
7) Obscenity of any kind is not allowed and will lead to immediate
disqualification. You can have an element of fun in the dance.
8) Participants should mail audio music in MP3 format 3 days prior
to the performance at genesissolodance@gmail.com
9) Judges decision will be the final and binding



RULES for duo dancing

-let’s nacho

Registration Fee- 200Rs
1) Time limit-3mins
(Beyond the time limit negative marking will be done)
2) Judging criteria: Choreography, Energy, Costume, Stage
utilization,
 Expression 
3) Dance form: non-specific 
4) Rounds:1st round- between all the participants 
               2nd round- face off between top 4
5) Props to be brought by the participants and responsibility for
damage will not be taken by the organisers.
6) Obscenity of any kind is not allowed and will lead to immediate
disqualification. You can have an element of fun in the dance.
7) Participants should mail audio music in MP3 format 3 days prior to
the performance at genesissolodance@gmail.com
8) Judges decision will be the final and binding.



RULES for group dance

-GASOLINA

Registration Fee- 700Rs
1) All dance forms are welcomed
2) The group should have a minimum of 4 participants and a
maximum of 16 participants.
3) Time limit for each performance should not exceed 5 minutes 
4)Students from all courses are welcomed.
5)Only 2 teams per college are allowed to participate.
6)The teams must bring their own props, if required 
7)Audio track to be sent 3 days  before the event.
8)Teams will be given a stage name to avoid any bias 
9)Groups will be judged on the basis of:
Expressions (5 marks ), Coordination (5 marks ),Rhythm (5
marks),Timings(5 marks) and overall performance (5 marks).
10) Failure in adherence to the time limit will result in negative
marking.

DECISION MADE BY THE JUDGES WILL BE FINAL



RULES for band performance

-bandish bandits

Registration Fee- 200Rs
1) This battle is open for all the bands of Medical and Dental colleges
2)Each band should consist of minimum 5 and maximum 12 members
3)Maximum 20 mins will be alloted to each band including instrument
setup time and performing time
4) Multiple entries from one college allowed but all have to be registered
separately
5) In case two teams are participating from the same college one person
cannot be a part of both the teams
6)Any type of musical art is welcomed
7)Band is not allowed to use any karaoke tracks
8) Content of music shall not contain any offensive element
9) All bands have to carry their own instruments however a basic drum set
will be provided by the University
10) Input leads for the guitar processor to be brought by the band
themselves.
11) One keyboard stand will be provided
12) The decision of the jury will be final and no changes will be made
13)There will be negative marking( for every 30sec delay, 1 mark will be
deducted).



RULES for nukkad natak

-tamasha

Registration Fee- 700Rs
• Team Size :- 8-20
• Language:- English, Hindi or both
•Time Limit :- 15 minutes 
• Multiple entries from one college are allowed
• Judges collective decision will be final and binding
• Teams are allowed to use any props of their choice
• The script should be original if found otherwise the team will be
disqualified
• Usage of abusive language is strictly prohibited and may lead to
disqualification
• If the time limit exceeds negative marking will be done
• Criteria for judgement:-
   Content
   Voice Modulation
   Dictation
   Crowd Interaction 
   Acting (Expression and Body movements)



RULES for athletics

-100m race

Registration Fee- 150Rs
1. Eligibility- student must be doing mbbs from a recognised college
and each player should have a valid BR.
2. Proper sports attire must be worn and any equipment required
shall be brought by the player.
3. Race will begin after the whistle, prior to which "on your mark,
get set" will be announced.
4. Categories
a) boys vs boys
b) girls vs girls
5. Entry will be on the basis of first come first serve.
6. Decision of the referee will be final and binding.



RULES for shot put

Registration Fee- 150Rs
1. Eligibility- student must be doing mbbs from a recognised college
and each player should have a valid BR.
2. Proper sports attire must be worn and any equipment required
shall be brought by the player.
3. University will not liable for any injury. first aid will be provided in
case of any mishap.
4. Ball weight
for girls- 4kg
for boys- 7kg
5. Categories a) boys vs boys
b) girls vs girls
6. Best score in 3 rounds will be the final score.



RULES for long jump

Registration Fee- 150Rs
1. Eligibility- student must be doing mbbs from a recognised college
and each player should have a valid BR.
2. Proper sports attire must be worn and any equipment required
shall be brought by the player.
3. Categories
a) boys vs boys
b) girls vs girls
4. Best score in 3 rounds will be the final score.
5. University will not liable for any injury. first aid will be provided in
case of any mishap.



RULES for cricket

Registration Fee- 2000Rs/team
1. Eligibility- student must be doing mbbs from a recognised college
and each player should have a valid BR.
2. Match will consist of 10 overs
3. Full cricket kit must be brought by team, along with proper attire.
leather ball will be provided. 
4. University will not liable for any injury. first aid will be provided in
case of any mishap.
5. Maximum 2 overs per bowler.
6. In case of a tie, a super over will be conducted.
7. lbw is applicable.
8. Toss will be done 5 mins before start time
9. Mat pitch will be used
10. In case of no ball, 1 run will be awarded to the batting team
11. Umpire’s decision will be final, in case of dispute only captain will
represent the team.



RULES for fUTSAL

Registration Fee- 2000Rs/team
1. There will be 7player  VS 7player  match .
2. Maximum 8 teams will be allowed (first come first serve basis )
3. Each match will be of 50 minutes in total.
(+ Injury time)
4. Each match will be divided in two halves of 25 mins each.
5. Offside rule will be followed.
6. MATCH WILL BE DECIDED VIA PENALTIES if the match is tied.
7. Players are only supposed to wear studs and no other footwear
will be tolerated.
8. Refree's decision will be considered final and no review system
will be available.



RULES for tug of war

Registration Fee- 1200Rs/team
1. There will be teams of 10 members each.
2. The matches will be knockout type
3. Categories will be:
* Girls v/s Girls
* Boys v/s Boys
4. The centre of the rope will be aligned at the centre of under
drawn line.
5. Three commands will be given:
* Pick up the rope
* Take the string
* Final command "pull"
6. Total teams participating will be :
* 8 teams in total for boys
* 8 teams in total for girls
( Maximum 2 teams will be allowed per college)
7. Teams will be selected on first come first serve basis



RULES for table tennis

Registration Fee-  
For singles: Rs.150
For doubles: Rs.250
For mixed doubles: Rs.250
1. Eligibility: Participant must be a student currently doing UG from a
Medical College.
2. Categories will be:
(i) Boys vs Boys (ii) Girls vs Girls (iii) Doubles Girls (iv) Doubles boys
(v) Mixed doubles
3. Each singles match will be of 11 points
4. Each doubles match will be of 21 points
5. All the matches will have 3 sets (both singles and doubles)
6. Final matches will have 5 sets
7. Maximum no. of teams:
Boys singles: 20 (maximum 2 teams per college)
Girls singles: 20 (maximum 2 teams per college)
Boys doubles:12 ( 1 team per college)
Girls doubles: 8(1 team per college)
Mixed doubles: 12 (1 team per college )
NOTE: Entry will be on the basis of first come first serve and there will be no
registration after
filling of seats.
8. Participants are requested to follow the code of conduct.
9. Decision of the judges will be final and binding.



        RULES for badminton

Registration Fee-  
For singles: Rs.150
Doubles - Rs. 250
1. Every match will be knockout match.
2. There will be:
- Boys singles - 20
(Max. 2 Teams Per College)
- Boys doubles - 10 (Max. 1 Team Per College)
- Girls singles - 10
(Max. 2 Teams Per College)
- Girls doubles - 8
Max. 2Teams Per College)
 Each single match will be of 11 points.
(a) Each double match will be of 21 points.
(b). Each single and double matches will consist of 3 sets .
(c). The final match will be of 5 sets.
3. First serve will be decided by coin toss.
4. Registration is based upon FIRST COME FIRST SERVE basis.



             RULES for chess

Registration Fee- Rs. 150
1. Every match will be a knockout match.
2. There will be mixed matches.
3. Each match will have a time limit of 1 hour.
4. Only 3 participants per college are allowed.
5. The following rules will be accepted in the game-
* Castling (Exchange of King & Rook)
* Promotion (Movement of Pawn to opposite sides) Check
* Checkmate (King is occupied)
* Resigning
* Flag fall (If the Player uses all of the time allotted)
* Touch-move rule
6. In case of a draw, a re-match will be scheduled, but only with 15 minutes of
time allotted.
7. Any sort of help or any communication is prohibited to the players as it can lead
to unfair
judgement of the game.
8. A player can't distract or annoy the other player in any case, in case it happens,
the player
may face a several deductions in allotted time or may be declared as the loser of
the game.
9. If a player, makes 2 illegal moves, he will be straight up declared as loser of the
game.



   RULES for volleyball

Registration Fee- Rs.1000/team
1. Maximum number of teams for boys is 16 and for girls is 8 (only one
team per college).
2. There will be 6 players on each side.
3. Maximum of 3 hits per side.
4. Players will rotate clockwise around the court in a set order
depending on who has possession of the ball.
5. Rotation will only be allowed when both team agree to the same.
6. Game will be played upto 25 points.
7. Finals will be of 5 sets whereas the other games will be of 3 sets
with last set of 15 points.
8.Registration will be on First come first serve basis.



   RULES for basketball

Registration Fee- Rs.1000/team
1.  All the matches will be played on 5 on 5 basis.
2. Only 10 players allowed per team
3. All team players should wear same basketball uniform during the
match. Shoes are must.
4. The game lasts for 20 mins spilt into two 10 minutes long halves.
5. 2 time-outs are allowed in each half for 40 secs and the half time
will be 2 mins long.
6. All the rules according to BFI will be followed.
7. Fixtures of the game will be disclosed on the day of tournament in
presence of all teams.
8. Any kind of jewellery or metallic accessories are not allowed. Nails
should be properly cut.
9. Maximum teams allowed per college:
1 Boys team and 1 Girls team
* Total number of teams: Boys-16 ; Girls- 8
10. Entry based on first come first serve basis 



   RULES for PRE CLINICAL QUIZ

Registration Fee-
Rs.200/team 
Rs. 100/lone wolf
1. Contestants can participate in a team of maximum 3 members; lone wolves are
also welcomed.
2. The quiz will have 3 rounds. Top 5 teams will qualify for the second round and Top
3 teams will qualify for the final round.
3. Syllabus-1st &2nd year subjects; entire Anatomy, Physiology, Biochemistry,
Pathology, Pharmacology & Microbiology
Round 1: 
• This will be a written round. There'll be 25-30 questions in total, 1 min will be
given to answer each question. Each correct answer will receive 10 points; there will
be no negative marking.
There'll be star marks questions as well i.e. the team getting these questions right
will be prioritised in case of draw between teams.

Round 2 and Round 3 rules will be provided on the spot (THE ROUNDS KEEP ON GETTING
INTERESTING ).
Any misconduct or use of unfair means will lead to immediate disqualification of the
team.
The decision of the quiz masters will be considered as final.



   RULES for CLINICAL QUIZ

Registration Fee- 
Rs.200/team 
Rs.100/lone wolf
1. Contestants can participate in a team of maximum 3 members; lone wolves are
also welcomed.
2. The quiz will have 3 rounds. Top 5 teams will qualify for the second round and Top
3 teams will qualify for the final roundSyllabus-entire ENT, Ophthalmology,
Pediatrics,Medicine, Surgery &Obs- Gynae 
Round 1:- 
• This will be a written round. There'll be 25-30 questions in total, 1 min will be
given to answer each question. Each correct answer will 
receive 10 points; there will be no negative marking. 
There'll be star marks questions as well i.e., the team getting these questions right
will be prioritised in case of draw between teams. 
Round 2 and Round 3 rules will be provided on the spot ( THE ROUNDS KEEP ON GETTING
INTERESTING). 
Any misconduct or use of unfair means will lead to immediate disqualification of the
team. 
The decision of the quizmasters will be considered as final. 



   RULES for fantasy QUIZ

Registration Fee- 
Rs.250/team 
Rs.150/lone wolf
There will be 3 rounds 
• Round one - Fantasy 
1. Each team will have a quota of 10 questions in total if not answered/incorrectly
answered by that team, the question will be passed on to the next team. 
2. The time alloted to answer each question is 30 seconds and for every passed on 
question will be 15 seconds. 
3. The questions will consist of popular movies and shows in form of Q and A, visual 
and audio aids (like F.R.I.E.N.D.S, the harry potter series and Marvel film series syllabus as
mentioned) 
• Round two - Trivia 
1. Each team will get 10 questions, if not answered/incorrectly answered will be passed on
to the next team.
2. The time alloted to answer each question will be 20 seconds and for every passed 
on question will be 10 seconds.
3. The question will be general knowledge trivia based. 
• Round three - A popular choice 
1. This will be a buzzer round. 
2. One member from each finalist team will play for a buzzer based question 
3. There will be general survey-based questions (like family feud) 
4. There will be two rounds ,the team whose player wins the buzzer question will get to
play first. 
-One correct answer will carry 10 points and every passed question will carry 5 
points. 
-There will be no negative marking for a wrong answer. 
-Passing of question is allowed only one time. 
-The decision of the judging panel will be final and no changes will be done. 



 RULES for debate

Registra-tion Fee- Rs.250tion Fee- Rs.250
The debate follows in the following manner: 
1. The teams needs to be of two participants— one speaking in favour of the motion & 
the other speaking against the motion. 
2. All students from batches 1st to 4th year and intern batch are eligible to participate      
(inter - batch teams are allowed). 
3. The speech needs to be prepared beforehand and both speakers will be given 2.5 
minutes to speak.
4. After each speech is finished, any one member from opposite motion of other teams is
allowed to interject the speaker. 
5. The speaker will be given 1 minute to answer the interjection. 
6. Any kind of reference (paper/phone/chits etc) wouldn’t be entertained during the 
speech, and will hence be disqualified. 
7. Scoring criteria: 
-Every speaker will be scored separately on each criteria. Both speakers’ scores will 
then be cumulated to sum up the team’s score. 
-Matter (Content) :
What was the actual argument presented by the speaker? Were any actual examples, 
facts and statistics stated? If so, how relevant were they? 
-Manner (Presentation) :
How good was the speaker’s body language? How well did they maintain eye contact? 
-Did they use their voice well? Did the speaker’s points flow naturally?
-Method (Structure) :
Were the speaker’s arguments structured in a way that was easy to understand? Was 
every point elaborated sufficiently? 

  UNLEASH YOUR THOUGHTS!!!

       



   RULES for slam poetry

Registration Fee- Rs.150
 1.Contestants can participate as individuals language - Hindi/English, each poem must be
of poet’s own composition; plagiarism will NOT be entertained. 
2. Each performance will get 4 mins; organisers reserve the right to stop you in case of
going over time.
3. Poets should recite their poem from memory. 
4. Poets may not use props, costumes, pre-recorded music, or musical instruments while
performing; BUT you are allowed to sing or beat box or make any other sounds with your
body in your performance; just you & the mic.
5. Poem should NOT include sexist, racist, homophobic, or transphobic comments 
6. Judging criteria-

The poet speaks clearly, projects their 
         voice, has memorized their poem.

The poem is well crafted and demonstrates effective use of poetic language, 
         which may include figurative language and/or rich vocabulary. 

The poem effectively uses rhythm, sound of language, emotions & energy 
The poet’s body movements, facial expressions, and gestures are consistent with
and enhance the ideas and mood of the poem. 

REFERENCE LINKS- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=cPG6nJRJeWQ&t=110s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=KBAig-QT46Q&t=43s 

   LIBERATE YOUR EXPRESSION!
   

 



   RULES for TREASURE HUNT

-TOTAL DHAMAAL

   DATE- 21st FEB 2023
TIME- 11am onwards
REPORTING VENUE-C block ground amphitheatre
ENTRY FEE-# team= Rs. 400
#lone wolf=Rs. 300

     
 1. Maximum number of members per team = 3
2. Starting point for the first clue = assembly ground.
3. Latecomers will not be allowed to join the ongoing game.
4.Inter-batch / inter-college teams are allowed.
5. Only one team member needs to register for the event. 
6. Purchasing BR is mandatory for aLl, except SGT students. 
7.All participants must carry their BR/college id cards.
8. Total no. of clues =5, the first one will be provided by the organising team.
9. First team to find the last clue and reach the final location will unlock the final prize.
10. Time limit to complete the treasure hunt=50mins.
11. Participants can take help from volunteers regarding locations/directions whenever needed.
 12. On the spot registrations are allowed.

*the rules can be modified by the organising team if required

PRIZES- Gifts up to Rs.1500!

 



RULES for BOLLYWOOD TRIVIA

-BOLLYWOOD BADSHAH

DATE- 22nd FEB 2024
TIME- 10am onwards
REPORTING VENUE-LT2
ENTRY FEE- #TEAM = Rs.500
#Lone wolf= Rs. 250

 1.  The trivia consists of 4 rounds
2.  All the rounds will be held offline in SGT campus
3.  Each team can consist of not more than 4 members
4.  Inter-batch / inter-college teams are allowed
5.  Only one team member needs to register for the event
6.  Purchasing BR is mandatory for all, except SGT students
7.  All participants must carry their BR/college id cards
8.  Lone wolves are allowed but must be prepared to pair-up on the spot
9.  Any false means (use of phones\notes etc.) will lead to direct disqualification

ROUND 1- GUESS THE MOVIE NAMES THROUGH POORLY EXPLAINED PLOTS
·  Poorly explained plots of Bollywood movies will be displayed on screen
·  Each team will be provided with answer sheets to guess and name the movie title
·  Each team will be given 50secs per question
·  Total questions = 7
·  All questions will be repeated at the end for 10secs each
·  Teams will submit their answers sheets when the timer/buzzer goes off
·  The answer sheets will be scored by the organising team, 1 point will be awarded for each correct answer

ROUND 2- GUESS THE SONG FROM EMOJIS

-A-series of emojis which hint to a song title/lyric will be displayed on the screen Total slides = 7
-Each slide will be shown for 30 secs
-Each team will be provided with answer sheets to guess and name of the song
-10 secs will be provided after each slide to write down the answers
-All the slides will be repeated at the end for 10secs each

 



ROUND 3- HOOK STEP CHALLENGE

-A Bollywood song audio will be played, the participants will perform the associated hook step for
the audio
-This is a buzzer round
-The team to press the buzzer first will be allowed to send one representative to perform the
step,
If the hook step is correct, 1 point will be awarded to the team
-If the step is incorrect, the chance will be passed on to the next team
-Only the right hook step matters, quality/technique of dance does not A total of 5 such audios
will be played
-After this round, the scores of the teams will be calculated (round1+2+3) and the top 2 teams
will be declared as the finalists for the last and final round

ROUND 4-FINALE- TABOOO

-This finale will consist of 3rounds of taboo, wherein one player of each team will be provided a
card containing a movie title which they must make their team members guess using related
words.
-A list of words which must not be used to describe the movie title will also be provided. Use of
prohibited words will lead to penalties (point provided to opposing team)
-Time limit=1 min
-Names of associated movie actors are not allowed Use of gestures is not allowed, must only use
words
-The team to score the highest after 3 rounds will be declared winners!

PRIZES- Gift Hamper worth Rs. 5000!

 



RULES for Matchmaking

-COOFFE AND YOU

DATE 23rd FEB 2024
TIME- 10am onwards
REPORTING VENUE-C block Amphitheatre
ENTRY FEE- #online = Rs. 150
#on the spot= Rs.300

 
1.   Both online and on the spot registrations are allowed
2. Participants will be passed by the organising team
3. Participants will be given a time limit of 2 mins per interaction
4. A total of 5 interactions are allowed
5. The participants can ask each other questions by picking up chits from a question bowl
placed between them
6. Each girl will be given 2 free coffee coupons which she can share with the participant
of her choice

 



RULES for human 

snakes and ladder

DATE- 21st, 22nd and 23rd Feb 2024 (not continuous)
TIME- 10am onwards
REPORTING VENUE-C block ground
Entry  fee- Rs.200/pair
1. Number of members per team = 2
2 Lone wolf can participate but will be paired on the spot with other singles.
3. Inter-batch / inter-college teams are allowed
4. Only one team member needs to register for the event
5. Purchasing BR is mandatory for al, except SGT students
6. All participants must carry their BR/college id cards
7. One team member will be responsible for throwing the dice while the other member will
move on the life-size game board
8. First team to reach the final point will be given a cash prize up to Rs. 400 (based on no.
of teams playing)
9. Cash prizes for 2nd and 3rd positions will also be provided (subjected to no. of teams
participating)
10. Online as well as on the spot registrations are allowed

PRIZES- Cash prizes 

 



RULES for MYSTERY ROOMS

-BHOOL BHULAIYYA
DATE- 21st, 22nd and 23rd Feb 2024 
TIME- 10am onwards 
REPORTING VENUE-C block ground
ENTRY FEE- Rs. 500 (for pair) 
-       Rs. 300 (solo) 

1. Either a single person or group of 2 people are allowed 
2. Registration on the spot is also allowed
3.  Team will be given 30 minutes to solve and get out of the mystery room 
4. Time can be exceeded once by 10 minutes by paying ₹100 extra
5.  One hint can be taken by each team by pressing the buzzer in the room
6.  No electronics are allowed inside the room
7. Will have to compensate for any damage to the room or props with a penalty fee
8. Inter-batch / inter-college teams are allowed
 9. Only one team member needs to register for the event
 10. Purchasing BR is mandatory for al, except SGT students
 11. All participants must carry their BR/college id cards

 



RULES for PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION

-BHAIYA JI SMILE

 DATE- 21st to 23rd February 
TIME- 10am onwards
REPORTING VENUE-C block 
ENTRY FEE- Rs. 1

THEME: Bollywood meets Medicine 

· This is an individual, offline event 
· Mandatory Basic Registration of ₹151 along with event fee of ₹1 is to be paid for  
participation. 
· Only original works are applicable. Plagiarism is strictly prohibited. 
· The picture must be from the campus itself.
· One entry per person is allowed. 
· Entries will be accepted via a google form, link for which will be provided. 
· Winners will be announced on the final day of the MedFest.

 


